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A Federated Platform Enabling a Systematic
Collaboration Among Devices, Data and

Functions for Smart Mobility
Linlin You , Member, IEEE, Mazen Danaf, Fang Zhao, Jinping Guan, Carlos Lima Azevedo,

Bilge Atasoy , Member, IEEE, and Moshe Ben-Akiva

Abstract— Through the vast adoption and application of
emerging technologies, the intelligence and autonomy of smart
mobility can be substantially elevated to address more diversified
demands and supplies. Along with this trend, a systematic
collaboration among three essential elements of smart mobility
services, namely devices, data and functions, is being studied to
comprehensively break down the intrinsic barriers that existed
in current solutions, to support the integration of connectable
devices, the fusion of heterogeneous data, the composability
of reusable functions, and the flexibility in their cooperations.
To enable such a collaboration, this paper proposes a federated
platform, called Future Mobility Sensing Advisor (FMSA), which
can 1) manage the three elements through standardized interfaces
separately and uniformly; 2) create a fully connected knowledge
graph to orchestrate the three elements efficiently and effectively;
3) support the client-server interaction in centralized and feder-
ated modes to handle service requests and edge resources with
various availability and accessibilities jointly and adaptively; and
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4) accommodate various mobility services to foster harmonious
and sustainable mobility tenderly and invisibly. Moreover, the
efficiency and effectiveness of the platform are also tested through
a performance evaluation, and a pilot supported at the Great
Boston Area, respectively. As a result, it shows that FMSA can
1) achieve high performance by using the two interaction modes
selectively, and 2) renovate smart mobility towards sustainability
through personalized services that can measure user preferences
and system objectives mutually.

Index Terms— Smart mobility, systematic collaboration, feder-
ated platform, service orchestration, federated computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of emerging technologies, e.g.,
IoT (Internet of Things), Big Data, AI (Artificial

Intelligence), Cloud, Fog and Edge Computing, etc., smart
mobility supported by the Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) can significantly improve the quality of daily lives of
the inhabitants, and the livability and sustainability of the city
through diverse intelligent and autonomous services [1], [2],
[3], [4]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the “Intelligence” of smart
mobility services and the “Awareness” of the public can be
continuously elevated by implementing a systematic collabo-
ration among three elements, i.e., devices, data, and functions,
to bridge mobility demands with system supplies efficiently
and effectively [5], [6], [7]. For instance, in shared mobility
services, cruising vehicles mounted with personal devices of
drivers are connected and managed as a service cluster to better
support the actual mobility needs of commuters through col-
lective awareness supported by routing and matching functions
fine-tuned by information derived from user preferences, travel
histories, real-time traffic conditions, etc.

Moreover, since the scale of modern smart mobility sys-
tems and services is growing exponentially together with the
number of users and devices to be served and supported [8],
the complexity in their full lifecycles (i.e., from value propo-
sition to actual application) will also increase significantly,
leading to high development and maintenance costs as well
as compromised service quality and user experience. Such
an impact may pose a dilemma between functional integrity
and budgetary constraints for system operators and service
providers, and also prevent the adaptation and deployment
of concrete solutions due to their low customizability and
elasticity [7], [9]. Regarding diverse systems and services
coexisting and working simultaneously to assist each other
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Fig. 1. The systematic collaboration among the three elements (i.e., devices,
data, and functions) of smart mobility services.

in the field of transportation, the study of the systematic
collaboration among the three elements becomes essential to
not only impel the reuse of the well-prepared and tested
elements but also to foster the service innovation in smart
mobility and further elevate its intelligence and autonomy
in supporting various stakeholders (e.g., service end-users,
operators, planners, etc.)

Currently, such a collaboration attracts much attention, how-
ever, intrinsic barriers between the devices, data, and mobility-
related functions can still be observed [10], [11], [12], namely:

• Devices are application-specific without unified protocols
to harness diversified sensing and computing capabilities;

• Data are private or proprietary without a common
approach to access sensitive and isolated information;

• Functions are coupled without a standardized interface to
enable reusable and scalable application composition;

• Cooperations among the three elements are miscellaneous
without a flexible process to implement user-oriented and
system-optimized services.

To tackle these barriers, several solutions have been pro-
posed. Initially, solutions that harness massive and heteroge-
neous mobility data are studied to enable analytical services
for various modes, e.g., buses, taxis, subways, etc. [13], [14].
Then, solutions with layer-wise architectures (that manage the
three elements separately) are explored to provide services for
specific users, e.g., commuters, drivers, operators, etc. [15],
[16] Even though current solutions achieve the technical
capabilities to host the pre-configured elements efficiently and
effectively [9], [13], [15], along with the vast application of
emerging technologies and the widespread concerns about
information integrity, they still face several challenges to
support the systematic collaboration [17], [18], namely:

• How to harness ever-diversified devices regardless of the
actual restrictions in their specifications (i.e., hardware
and software) and availabilities;

• How to utilize fine-grained data preserved at both the
cloud and edge and protected by different levels of access
(i.e., to be open, proprietary, private, etc.);

• How to refactor coupled but well-tested functions to
be customizable for a reduction and improvement of
development cost and service quality, respectively.

Accordingly, this paper proposes a federated platform,
called Future Mobility Sensing Advisor (FMSA). In general,
compared to current solutions, its novelty is in line with the
following three aspects:

• It introduces an “as a service” element repository that
can manage various sensing devices and resources, multi-
modal data, and reusable functions through standardized
interfaces (i.e., resource controllers, data endpoints, and
function callers) separately and uniformly;

• It enables a loosely coupled orchestration among the three
elements based on a fully connected knowledge graph,
through which, available elements, together with their
correlations, can be identified according to actual service
requirements elastically and adaptively;

• It supports two interaction modes (i.e., centralized
and federated) to handle general service requests and
responses, and, more importantly, harness resources dis-
tributed at the edge in terms of local data and computing
capabilities jointly and cost-efficiently.

Moreover, FMSA is also evaluated through 1) a performance
analysis to reveal its efficiency and effectiveness in optimizing
the usage of resources in cloud-edge collaborating clusters, and
2) a case study of one of its applications to demonstrate its
capabilities in supporting harmonious and sustainable mobility.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First,
related challenges and solutions in supporting the systematic
collaboration are summarized in Section II. After that, FMSA
is proposed in Section III, and then, evaluated and discussed
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the work and
sketches the future research directions.

II. EMERGING CHALLENGES AND RELATED SOLUTIONS

Smart mobility services are usually implemented and oper-
ated in a separate manner, which may cause 1) the over-release
of devices/resources, e.g., the increase of empty miles in cruis-
ing due to the over-competition among car-hailing companies;
2) the under-estimation of data value, e.g., the cross-validation
of data on user preference (e.g., stated and revealed) can better
measure the intra- and inter-heterogeneity of user behaviors;
and 3) the re-development of common functions, e.g., the trip
routing and event broadcasting functions are miscellaneous
among smart mobility services. To overcome the above issues,
a systematic collaboration among the essential elements, i.e.,
devices, data, and functions, starts attracting much attention
to renovate smart mobility services [7]. Along with this trend,
related challenges and solutions are emerging and proposed,
respectively.

A. Emerging Challenges

In general, four kinds of challenges are emerging while
implementing the systematic collaboration, namely:

1) Challenge 1 (C1): Specification-Unrestricted Device
Management: With the rapid development of information
and communication technologies, the sensing, computing, and
communicating capabilities of smart devices have become
more and more diverse [19]. However, intrinsic differences
in these capabilities can be identified across smart mobility
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services, as related devices purchased from different vendors
or deployed at different network layers are often with dis-
tinguishable hardware specifications and software setups [11].
Such differences can create invisible barriers to enable inter-
operability among devices. Therefore, how to manage plentiful
and diverse devices with fewer restrictions becomes critical to
forging the collaboration foundation.

2) Challenge 2 (C2): Access-Preserving Data Integration:
With the ever-growing interests and concerns about data
capitalization and privacy protection, the accessibility of data
structured in various forms can be preserved in different levels,
e.g., to be open, proprietary, consensual, private, etc. [10],
[20], [21], [22]. In turn, it can dramatically increase the
complexity of heterogeneous data integration, and also may
make widely applied single-model solutions less efficient or
even invalidated. Hence, how to integrate multi-modal data
with different levels of accessibility becomes essential to
support collective awareness and intelligence.

3) Challenge 3 (C3): Requirement-Driven Function Cus-
tomization: To reduce the system development cost while
improving the overall system performance, the ability to
encapsulate and reuse well-developed and tested functions
(mostly deeply embedded in different systems) [23] becomes
necessary. Unlike the existing service-orchestration solu-
tions [24], the systematic collaboration advocates functions to
be customizable and re-deployable across various platforms
and systems. Accordingly, dynamic service development and
operation driven by the actual requirement can be implemented
to unleash the full potential of each function. Thus, enabling
function customization across various systems becomes crucial
to implement required service logic in a more efficient and
effective manner.

4) Challenge 4 (C4): Context-Adaptive Client-Server Inter-
action: Due to the spatiotemporal attributes within the field
of transportation, mobility users can join, hover or leave smart
mobility services freely. In turn, it forms a dynamic service
context as represented by the nodes with various availabili-
ties. To ensure the reliability of smart mobility services, the
client-server interaction shall be elastic to support both the
common mode for general request processing and a novel
mode for cloud-edge collaboration. This allows a collaborated
utilization of diversified resources located at the edge to ease
the workload of the central server and improve the user
experience [4], [18], [20], [25]. Hence, the elasticity of client-
server interaction needs to be adaptive according to the actual
usage context to support a spectrum of smart mobility services.

B. Related Solutions

As shown in Table I, the abilities of related solutions to
address the four emerging challenges are evaluated. Initially,
most scholars aim to harness massive and heterogeneous
mobility data for a common data repository/center along
with the emergence of big data and artificial intelligence,
through which, less biased and more detailed knowledge can
be mined to assist the management of various transportation
modes. E.g., for buses, MOBANA [13], as a data integration
and analysis framework, can monitor real-time transit data

TABLE I

THE OVERALL EVALUATION OF REVIEWED SOLUTIONS (� FULLY

SUPPORTED �� PARTIALLY SUPPORTED � NOT SUPPORTED)

to provide value-added services; and for taxis and subways,
TRANSense [14], as a collaborative and analytical framework,
can detect anomalous transportation events. In general, even
though these solutions can enable data-driven services to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of smart mobility, data
with various granularities and accessibilities are still not well
managed to support collective awareness and intelligence.

Later on, the research community starts to optimize
the management of various sensing devices and accelerate
the implementation of diverse stakeholder-oriented services.
Based on ubiquitous IoT, the ecosystem concept, such as
the aforementioned “marketplace”, through which, sensing
resources can be identified, required data can be extracted,
and dedicated services can be provided. E.g., FIWARE [15],
as an open-source IoT platform, is utilized to establish a
global market where various data resources and city services
can be uniformly managed and utilized; and PTS (Parallel
Transportation Systems) [16], as an IoT-enabled ITS, can
collaborate various traffic data to provide services for operators
and end-users. As the pioneer, these solutions illustrate the
potential of systematic collaboration in managing sensing
devices, data, and functions. However, interoperable control of
diverse resources, comprehensive integration of restricted data,
and dynamic customization of re-deployable functions are still
not discussed to further strengthen the collective awareness
and intelligence for smart mobility.

More recently, studies about automated service processes
have been conducted. E.g., SCP (Smart City Platform) [9],
as a supportive infrastructure, can process an amount of
heterogeneous data from multiple sources and support a range
of mobility services according to a unified mobility service
flow. Even though SCP is superior to conventional solutions,
there can not enable controlling devices with various configu-
rations to ensure interoperability and collaborating preserved
resources at the edge to implement personalized services.
Eventually, such drawbacks can affect the automated process
to bridge data silos with fine-grained data distributed at the
edge for the collective awareness and intelligence advocated
in the systematic collaboration [22], [25].

In summary, as listed in Table I, current solutions focus
more on device management, data integration, and ser-
vice composition, lacking techniques to fully address the
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of FMSA: A) Element Repository to manage unified devices/resources (that sense the running statuses of the system and the
users), interconnected data (i.e., flat, cleansed, and integrated data), and modularized functions (i.e., data processing, machine learning, and requests handling
modules); B) Federated Engine to orchestrate the three elements at the cloud and serve clients at the edge; and C) Mobility Services to provide mobility-related
services (e.g., user profiling, trip planning, etc).

four emerging challenges. Specifically, managed devices are,
mostly with the same or similar specifications (in terms of
hardware and software) and availabilities (i.e., sharing the
same working pace). Such a restriction may render current
solutions obsolete for harnessing diversified IoT devices in
various smart mobility services. Moreover, even though the
integration of massive heterogeneous data has been widely dis-
cussed, its efficiency relies on the premise that all the original
data needs to be accessible. As a result, collective awareness
and intelligence will be degraded, especially when knowledge
from private and sensitive data can not be directly extracted,
fused, and utilized. Finally, despite the service composition
can be automated to implement required functionalities, the
scalability and elasticity to manage modularized functions are
still limited by its centralized mode. This can not release the
full potential contained in the cloud-edge collaborating system.

Hence, this paper proposes a federated platform FMSA to
tackle the four challenges by implementing an on-demand
element repository to comprehensively manage devices, data,
and functions through unified means (i.e., resource controllers,
data endpoints, and function callers). Moreover, a hybrid feder-
ation engine will be also implemented to orchestrate the three
elements according to the actual application requirements, and
manage both cloud and edge resources with various avail-
abilities and accessibilities, through centralized and federated
interaction modes. Accordingly, value propositions of mobility
users demonstrating collective awareness and intelligence can
be implemented cost-efficiently.

III. FUTURE MOBILITY SENSING ADVISOR (FMSA)

As shown in Figure 2, FMSA contains an element
repository, which decouples the devices/resources, data, and
functions, and manages them as on-demand and reusable

services with unified interfaces, i.e., resource controllers, data
endpoints, and function callers. Moreover, based on the avail-
able elements, FMSA implements a federation engine, con-
sisting of element orchestration and client-server interaction
processes, to implement collective awareness and intelligence
in a requirement-driving and resource-collaborating manner.
Finally, various mobility services (a.k.a., value propositions of
mobility users) can be implemented to support smart mobility
with development costs reduced and service quality improved.

A. Element Repository

It forms a pool of reusable elements for FMSA, including
1) unified devices/resources to sense the statuses related to
service users and transportation systems, 2) interconnected
data to host and provide data in various forms and granu-
larities, and 3) modularized functions to implement required
functionalities in an elastic and loosely coupled way. In the
following sections, the design details of the three elements are
introduced respectively.

1) Diversified Devices/Resources: As shown at the bottom
of Figure 2 (A), it consists of a) various smart devices, e.g.,
GPS trackers, onboard devices (OBD), personal smartphones
and tablets, etc., to sense the moving behavior of vehicles
and travelers; b) forecasting systems of network conditions
to detect traffic changes in response to user travel decisions;
and c) others resources, e.g., governmental or open platforms,
for static data including vehicle registries, demographic data,
traffic network typologies, public transit schedules, point of
interests (POIs), etc.

Moreover, resource controllers (RCs) are also designed
to provide a standardized means of controlling devices
and resources existing in various smart mobility services.
As shown by the abstract class diagram in Figure 3 (A),
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Fig. 3. The elements of FMSA and their adaptive interfaces in terms of RC (Resource Controller), DE (Data Endpoint), and FC (Function Caller). (A) Unified
Devices, in which, RC is designed according to the “Adaptor” pattern and can be used in active and passive modes, (B) Interconnected Data, in which, DEs are
provided to manage flat, cleansed, and integrated data, respectively, and (C) Modularized Functions, in which, micro-services can be deployed and integrated
through FCs (REST APIs) to implement high-performance processing cascades according to the actual needs in a distributed computing environment.

the adaptor pattern is utilized. In general, the “Adaptee” is
the device/resource providing distinguishable control meth-
ods, and the “Adaptor” implements a runnable interface
(i.e., the “run” method) to encapsulate the control method
of the “Adaptee”. According to such a design, RCs can
ensure the scalability of FMSA to manage diversified devices
and resources (e.g., with different hardware and software
specifications).

As for the control mode of RCs, as shown in Figure 3 (A),
FMSA can control related devices/resources actively or pas-
sively. In particular, RCs in the active mode can be invoked
on-demand. E.g., while users are traveling, the main controller
of FMSA can push rerouting suggestions to their personal
devices and receive corresponding responses (i.e., accepted or
not). On the contrary, the passive RCs are bounded with a
channel listener to run consistently. E.g., the vehicles’ statuses
can be streamed to the main controller in real-time. Generally,
these two kinds of RCs can be used adaptively based on the
specification of related devices/resources, e.g., smart devices
can be manipulated either by active RCs if they require
interactions with the main controller periodically, or by passive
RCs if they need to remain proactive.

2) Interconnected Data: As shown in the middle of
Figure 2 (A), it manages heterogeneous multi-source data in
three kinds, namely a) flat data containing original data sensed;
b) cleansed data storing normalized data with noises removed
(e.g., POI records without coordinates, drifting GPS points,
etc.) and useful information extracted (e.g., travel modes and
stops detected); and c) integrated data managing fused data
with pre-defined analysis dimensions (e.g., people, place, time,
etc.) and measures (e.g., travel modes, stop activities, etc.).

Moreover, a semi-semantic data model, called intercon-
nected data model (IDM) [12], is implemented to ensure data

scalability. As shown in Figure 3 (B), in flat data, records are
unstructured with multiple types/groups. In each group, useful
records are identified and categorized into common records
that are shared among data groups, and domain records that
merely appeared in certain data groups. Second, in cleansed
data, relational tables (T) and relationships (R) among them
are designed according to the data types presented in the
flat data. In each table, unstructured common and domain
records are transformed into standardized common informa-
tion (CI) and domain information (DI). Finally, in the inte-
grated data, analysis dimensions (ADs) and analysis measures
(AMs) are created according to CI and DI, respectively, and
information linkages (ILs) are defined according to table
relationships.

Specifically, to identify the connectivity between ADs and
AMs, an IL availability matrix � is created as defined in
formula 1, where � is a m × n matrix, m is the total number
of ADs, n is the total number of AMs; and the coexistence
of ADi and AM j is determined by the condition that whether
C I of ADi and DI of AM j are in a unique record generated
through the natural join [�] of related tables T .

� =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

I L11 I L12 · · · I L1n

I L21 I L22 · · · I L2n
...

...
. . .

...
I Lm1 I Lm2 · · · I Lmn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

s.t .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I Li j , i = 1 to m, j = 1 to n

I Li j =
{

1, ADi � AM j is T rue

0, otherwi se

ADi � AM j =
{

T rue, �C Ii ,DI j [T ] �= NU L L

False, otherwi se

(1)
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TABLE II

THE MAPPING BETWEEN CRUD AND HTTP(S) METHODS

Fig. 4. The orchestration among devices/resources, data, and functions.
Note that: 1) Available devices/resources, data, and functions are represented
by RCs, DEs, and FCs, respectively; 2) The orchestration knowledge graph
(OKG) manages RCs, DEs, and FCs together with their in-tier and between-
tier relationships; and 3) The orchestration process consumes service require-
ments as inputs and provides identified devices/resources, data, and functions
as outputs.

Through IDM, data can be sequentially transformed (as
shown at the bottom of Figure 3 (B)) from the common and
domain records in flat data (e.g., POI, user-specified origins
and destinations, etc.), to the common and domain information
in cleansed data (e.g., all converted to places with unified
geotags), and finally to the analysis dimensions (ADs) (i.e.,
virtualized place indicators) and measures (AMs) (e.g., visited
number) in integrated data. Accordingly, input data can be
uniformly processed and knowledge can be rapidly mined
by configuring the ADs and AMs. For instance, to answer
how often people in different age groups will visit the places
recommended by the system, a query with AD as the age
groups, and AM as recommended places can be configured
and applied to the integrated data for the results.

Finally, to build a common data management portal, data
endpoints (DEs) are provided to assist the CRUD (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) operations. According to the map-
ping given in Table II, DEs can be implemented by first
encoding related data queries and results in JSON format and
then encapsulating and transiting the JSON message together
with authorization tokens in HTTP(s) requests. Such that,
data preservation and usage can be decoupled and supported
efficiently and effectively.

3) Modularized Functions: As shown on the top of
Figure 2 (A), there are three kinds of modularized functions,
namely a) data processing modules, which support the data
transformation from flat data to integrated data as defined
in IDM; b) machine learning modules, which implement

centralized or federated algorithms to detect stops of sensed
trajectories (based on centralized learning) [18], train person-
alized models for trip recommendations (based on federated
learning) [22], etc.; and c) requests handling modules provid-
ing corresponding responses for service requests, e.g., user
registration, trip planning, reward management, etc.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 3 (C), modularized functions
can form a pool of micro-services (MSs). In general, MSs
of FMSA can be deployed dynamically and utilized through
Function Callers (FCs), which are defined as RESTFul APIs.
Hence, multiple instances of MSs can be initialized and
integrated as processing cascades to implement specific service
logics according to actual needs, e.g., to cleanse, reconcile
and integrate heterogeneous multi-source data, or to federate
multiple devices to build a user behavior analysis model in
a privacy-preserving manner. Owing to the elasticity enabled
by MSs, the number of instances can be adjusted based
on the actual workloads in FMSA to remove the potential
performance bottlenecks.

B. Federation Engine

As shown in Figure 2 (D), it consists of two processes,
namely an orchestration process among the three elements to
support collective awareness and intelligence by implementing
required service logic agilely, and an interactive process to
support the communication between the server in the cloud
and clients at the edge adaptively.

1) Orchestration Process: As shown in Figure 4, it intends
to implement the service logic according to the given require-
ments automatically. To achieve that, first, a unified orchestra-
tion knowledge graph (OKG) is created to a) store RCs, DEs
and FCs separately in three tiers; b) define the relationships of
two nodes within each of RC, DE and FC tiers; and c) specify
relationships between two adjacent tiers, including tiers of RCs
and DEs, and tiers of DEs and FCs.

Moreover, a sub-graph containing related orchestration ele-
ments and their relationships can be extracted according to
service requirements based on three steps:

Step 1 (Node Extraction): It will first match the service
requirements with related function sets, denoted as MFC , then
identify data MDE utilized and generated by the MFC , and
finally select devices/resources MRC associated with the MDE ;

Step 2 (Edge Extraction): Based on MFC , MDE , and
MRC , it will extract directly linked in-tier and between-tier
relationships, denoted as EI n and EBt , respectively;

Step 3 (Subgraph Creation): By combining the identified
nodes and edges, the subgraph SO K G = ((V : MFC ,
MDE , MRC ), (E : EI n , EBt)) can be created. As an example,
the subgraph to support a personalized trip planning service
is given in Table III.

Finally, based on the subgraph SO K G , a loosely cou-
pled orchestration process can be implemented. Specifically,
a) according to the extracted nodes, the orchestration
skeleton can be created with related functions, data, and
devices/resources, and then, b) according to the identified
edges, the orchestration logic can be implemented. After that,
the process can be deployed in a distributed running environ-
ment to support the given service. It is worth noting that the
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TABLE III

THE ORCHESTRATION SUBGRAPH FOR A PERSONALIZED
TRIP PLANNING SERVICE

Fig. 5. The interaction between the server at the cloud and the clients at
the edge: A) the centralized mode to support the interaction with the clients,
whose data can be uploaded and processed at the server; and B) the federated
mode to support the interaction with the clients, whose data needs to be
preserved and processed locally.

process can be optimized to keep the workload balanced by
creating and deploying multiple nodes (instances of related
interfaces) when performance droppings are experienced.

2) Interaction Process: Besides the common client-server
interaction in handling service requests and responses, there
is another interaction to support the usage of data sensed and
resources maintained at the edge.

Since the local data at the edge can be categorized into a)
public or consented data that are shareable through secured
channels, and b) sensitive and private data that are preserved
and only used by the data owner, as shown in Figure 5,
the centralized as well as federated modes are introduced to
support the usage of local data, respectively:

Mode 1 Centralized mode (CM): It has been widely uti-
lized to support various smart mobility services. In general,

Fig. 6. (A) Trip Planner UI, which assists users to plan, view, and execute
a trip; (B) Dashboard UI, which assists users in checking and reviewing their
travel histories.

as shown in Figure 5 (A), it requires that a) all the local data
from the edges shall be uploaded to the server, and b) all
the local data will be managed and processed by the server.
Based on such a mode, a high-performance computing (HPC)
server with a high bandwidth is generally necessary to harness
massive data uploaded by the clients.

Mode 2 Federated mode (FM): Contrary to the centralized
mode, FM can handle data silos caused by regulations about
data protection and user privacy (i.e., data are owned by the
end users and can not be shared or exchanged). Specifically,
instead of exchanging raw data directly, the edges will first
process their data locally according to the requirements of
the server (i.e., learning a personalized trip planner based
on a discrete choice model), and then share the desensitized
parameters (i.e., model parameters) to the server. After the
local parameters are received, the server will aggregate them
for the global parameters that will be returned to the edges
for their local usage. By using such a mode, the workload and
the communication cost of the server can be reduced.

In general, through the federation engine, the service orches-
tration can be implemented based on the fully connected
knowledge graph rapidly, and the client-server interaction can
be supported based on the two modes adaptively. Since the
orchestration process can be load balanced, the actual usage
of the interaction process can affect the final performance of
FMSA. Hence, the advantages and disadvantages of the two
interaction modes will be evaluated in Section IV-A.

C. Mobility Services

As shown in Figure 2 (E), it consists of various mobility-
related services, including those for user registration, trip
planning, local information management, etc. To better serve
the users, dedicated UIs (User Interfaces) can be designed and
implemented. For example, as shown in Figure 6 (A), through
the trip planner UI, users can plan, view, and execute a trip.
Moreover, through the dashboard UI as shown in Figure 6 (B),
users can view their travel histories with a summary of travel
modes, durations, and tokens rewarded by the system.

In summary, as a novel federated platform with high adap-
tivity, scalability, and elasticity, FMSA can enable a systematic
collaboration among the three elements to renovate smart
mobility services. Specifically, first, sensing devices/resources,
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mobility data, and reusable functions can be decoupled and
managed through unified interfaces (i.e., RCs, DEs, and FCs),
respectively. Second, the hybrid cooperation process can be
implemented in the federation engine to support both the
orchestration among the three elements and the interaction
between the server at the cloud and the clients at the edge.
Finally, various stakeholder-oriented services can be supported
by FMSA, e.g., to implement personalized mobility.

IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

As a federated platform, FMSA can be deployed in a
distributed environment consisting of central servers in the
cloud, and smart devices at the edge. Unlike the centralized
solutions, whose computational tasks are mostly executed at
the server without utilizing idle but plentiful resources at
the edge, the potential improvement in system performance
enabled by FMSA is directly related to the proposed federated
mode. Therefore, the two client-server interaction modes, i.e.,
CM and FM, are first evaluated to reveal their advantages
and disadvantages. Next, the capability of FMSA as a smart
mobility service to foster harmonious and sustainable mobility
is demonstrated through a case study.

A. Performance Evaluation of FMSA

Based on the decoupled design of devices, data, and func-
tions, as well as the scalable orchestration process among
them, the performance of FMSA mainly relays on the type
of interaction process to be utilized. Such that, this section
will analyze the advantages and disadvantages of CM and FM
through a common learning task.

1) Learning Process: In general, CM and FM are with
different learning processes:

• The learning process of CM: It consists of two steps,
namely a) a data uploading step, in which, local data of
the edges are uploaded; and b) a model training step,
in which, the model is trained at the server iteratively;

• The learning process of FM: It works with a) a local
training step, in which, local models are trained at the
edges and then uploaded to the server; and b) a model
aggregation step, in which, the global model is updated
at the server and afterwards broadcasted to the edges to
start a new learning iteration.

Even though the learning processes of CM and FM are
different, the same model with similar performance can be
trained [25], [26]. Such that, the evaluation will be conducted
to analyze their differences in training time and cost.

2) Data and Model Configuration: Without loss of gener-
ality, a standard dataset Swissmetro [27] is utilized, which
contains over ten thousand samples about travel choices made
by more than one thousand respondents on travel options of
car, metro, and train. Since the dataset may contain records
with missing or misleading information, it is cleansed by
removing samples of respondents 1) without choices on the
three options or 2) with inconsistencies in the choices (e.g.,
the time and cost of travel are not proportional).

After that, a common evaluation environment is created with
one central server (CS) and one hundred personal devices

TABLE IV

THE VARIABLES USED TO CONFIGURE PDS AND LOCAL DATA IN EACH
LEARNING ROUND

TABLE V

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE EVALUATION MEASURES

(PD). In the meanwhile, to reproduce the real-world scenario
that the number of users and user data grows over time,
PDs and their local data will be controlled according to the
configuration listed in Table IV. Specifically, in each learning
round, the number of PDs grows at a rate of N P . Besides
that, the size of the local data of a PD starts with an initial
proportion I P , and grows with a rate of N D in each learning
round until reaching DS.

Finally, Gibbs sampling is applied in CS and PDs for
parameter fitting to building a personalization model (based
on the mixed logit model).

3) Data Transmission Process: In accordance with the
learning processes, CM and FM have different data transmis-
sion processes to build the personalized model as well:

• The data transmission process of CM: Since CM needs
raw data to build the data, along with the growth of PDs
and their local data, the newly added data of the existing
clients, as well as the initial data of the newly joined
clients, will be uploaded to the server;

• The data transmission process of FM: Instead of
uploading the raw data, the model parameters of each
client are uploaded to the server for the update of the
global parameters.

4) Evaluation Measures: Before starting, the abbreviations
and the hyperparameters used in the evaluation measures are
listed in Table V and Table VI, respectively.

In general, the training time and cost (i.e., TT and TC) are
directly correlated to the ones of learning participants in each
round. Hence, initially, the time and cost of computation and
communication of a participant in a learning round shall be
measured. By adopting the methods used in [28] and [29], they
can be measured separately according to Formulas 2, 3, 4,
and 5. It is worth noting that the energy consumption of
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TABLE VI

LIST OF HYPERPARAMETERS USED IN THE EVALUATION MEASURES

computation and communication is used to represent the
training cost in the proposed measures.

T C PT
i,k = Qi,k

fi
(2)

CC PT
i,k = εcpt × Qi,k × fi

2 (3)

T C O M
i,k = Si,k

ri
(4)

CC O M
i,k = 2 × εcom × Si,k

ri
× 2

ri
B −1 (5)

where i indicates a participant, which can be CS or PD; and k
represents a learning round. Moreover, for the ith participant
in the kth learning round, T C PT

i,k and CC PT
i,k stand for the

computation time and cost respectively, as well as T C O M
i,k and

CC O M
k for the communication time and cost; Qi,k represents

the overall workload of model training; fi donates the CPU
frequency; Si,k represents the size of data to be uploaded;
ri defines the uploading rate; and finally, εcpt , εcom and B
are the computation coefficient, communication coefficient and
bandwidth respectively.

Since CM and FM work differently, their corresponding
T C PT

i,k , CC PT
i,k , T C O M

i,k , CC O M
i,k shall be calculated separately:

a) The calculation for CM: Since the model training of
CM only happens at the server, the computation time and cost
of CM are equivalent to the ones of CS.

Hence, by applying QC S,k and fC S , Formulas 2 and 3 can
be rewritten to Formulas 6 and 7, respectively.

T C PT ,C M
k = QC S,k

fC S
(6)

CC PT ,C M
k = εcpt × QC S,k × fC S

2 (7)

where T C PT ,C M
k and CC PT ,C M

k are the computation time and
cost of CM in the kth learning round; and QC S,k is the
workload of CS that can be measured based on Formula 8.

QC S,k = Q ×
N∑
j

(Sj,k)

s.t . : Sj,k = SS × SN j,k (8)

where Q is the average workload per sample; SS is the unified
size of a data sample; and for the jth PD at the kth round, Sj,k

is its total sample size (in KB), and SN j,k is its sample number
(in counts).

Moreover, since CM only requires new data (including the
local data of newly added PDs, and the new data added to the
existing PDs) to be uploaded in parallel, by applying the size
of new samples N Sj,k = (Sj,k − Sj,k−1) and related uploading
rate r j into Formulas 4 and 5, the communication time and cost
of CM can be computed by Formulas 9 and 10, respectively.

T C O M,C M
k = max

j∈N
(

N Sj,k

r j
) (9)

CC O M,C M
k =

N∑
j

(
2 × εcom × N Sj,k

r j
× 2

r j
B −1) (10)

where T C O M,C M
k and CC O M,C M

k are the communication time
and cost of CM in the kth learning round.

Finally, the training time and cost of CM in a learning round,
noted as T T C M

k and T CC M
k , can be calculated according to

Formulas 11 and 12, respectively.

T T C M
k = T C PT ,C M

k + T C O M,C M
k (11)

T CC M
k = CC PT ,C M

k + CC O M,C M
k (12)

b) The calculation for FM: Since the complexity of the
model aggregation step of FM at CS can be O(1) [30], and
each PD can train the local model concurrently, it needs to
measure the computation cost and time of each PD based on
Formulas 13 and 14, respectively.

T C PT ,F M
j,k = Q j,k

fP D
(13)

CC PT ,F M
j,k = εcpt × Q j,k × fP D

2 (14)

where T C PT ,F M
j,k and CC PT ,F M

j,k are the computation time and
cost of the jth PD in the kth learning round of FM; and Q j,k

is the result of Formula 15.

Q j,k = Q × Sj,k (15)

Moreover, after the local training, PDs will send their local
model parameters to CS in parallel. Therefore, the commu-
nication time and cost of each PD in FM can be computed
according to Formulas 16 and 17 respectively.

T C O M,F M
j,k = SM j

r j
(16)

CC O M,F M
j,k = 2 × εcom × SM j

r j
× 2

r j
B −1 (17)

where SM j is the size of local parameters of the jth PD. It is
worth noting that since all the PDs train the same model, they
will have the same SM .

Finally, due to the concurrency of PDs, the training time
and cost of FM in learning round, marked as T T F M

k and
T C F M

k , can be calculated according to Formulas 18 and 19,
respectively.

T T F M
k = max

j∈N
(T C PT ,F M

j,k + T C O M,F M
j,k ) (18)

T C F M
k =

N∑
j

(CC PT ,F M
j,k + CC O M,F M

j,k ) (19)
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Fig. 7. The evaluation on interaction time. A) The analysis of computation time; B) the analysis of communication time; and C) the analysis of the total
time consumed in CM and FM, respectively.

Fig. 8. The evaluation on interaction cost. A) The analysis of computation cost; B) the analysis of communication cost; and C) the analysis of the total cost
required by CM and FM, respectively.

5) Evaluation Results: According to the evaluation setting
and measures described above, the performance in terms of
interaction time and cost of CM and FM are evaluated.

a) Interaction time: First, as shown in Figure 7 (A),
FM is about 10 times faster than CM in computation, as par-
allelization is implemented among edges in FM. It shows that
FM can boost the performance by utilizing the idle computing
power dispersed at the edges, instead of fully relying on the
central server as of CM.

Second, as shown in Figure 7 (B), the curve of com-
munication time of CM vibrates heavily at the beginning
and then decreases gradually to the bottom, where FM stays
consistently. It shows that after a service cluster gets stabilized
(i.e., to learn a global model) with a periodic update, both CM
and FM can maintain a low bandwidth consumption.

Finally, the overall time curves presented in Figure 7
(C) share similar shapes and trends to the ones illustrated in
Figure 7 (A). It shows that for both CM and FM, the compu-
tation time is more decisive than the one of communication in
supporting a rapid interaction between the server and clients.

b) Interaction cost: First, CM needs to accumulate all
the data and process the “big” data once at a time, while
FM enables edges to process their “small” data in parallel.
Accordingly, the computation cost (measured by the energy
consumption) of FM is significantly lower than the one of CM
as shown in Figure 8 (A). It shows that even though edges are
generally with a relatively low computing power compared to
CS (e.g., fP D is 6 times lower than fC S), the concurrency at
the edge can still significantly reduce the burden of CS for a
performance boost.

TABLE VII

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CM AND FM

Second, as shown in Figure 8 (B), similar to the trend in
communication time, the communication cost of CM rapidly
reaches and consistently stays at the peak in the early stage,
and then gradually drops to the bottom. While, expect the
ignition stage, the cost of FM remains the same over time,
as regular interaction between the edges and CS is required.
It shows that CM may overcome FM after services get
stabilized when fewer data exchanges are required.

Finally, since the cost of computation is much higher than
the communication, FM can remain an obvious advantage in
supporting the service cluster as illustrated in Figure 8 (C).
It shows that by comparing CM and FM, the utilization of
edge resources can form a balanced and outperforming cluster
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Fig. 9. The personalization workflow of Tripod supported by FMSA.

to support various smart mobility services with reduced overall
cost.

In summary, Table VII lists the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the two interaction modes in FMSA. In general,
although CM may cause a waste of idle resources at the edge
and information leakage due to the single point failure, it is
beneficiary for data integration to preserve integrated data in
high resolution and is rational to control and manage services
with less computing capabilities at the edge. In contrast,
FM may impede the creation of a full-resolution dataset, since
their representative information is extracted and uploaded for
data integration instead of exchanging sensitive data directly.
Nevertheless, it can better manage distributed resources to
remove performance bottlenecks experienced during the peak
of CM, and also connect more devices with a stable and
moderate workload for the central server. Hence, since FMSA
implements both CM and FM to manage the interaction
between the server and the clients, its scalability and robust-
ness in resource utilization can be ensured for high service
quality and friendly user experience.

B. Case Study of FMSA

As an application of FMSA, the Tripod (Sustainable Travel
Incentives with Prediction, Optimization and Personalization)
project [31] is conducted to orient users towards more sustain-
able travel alternatives by offering them real-time information
and incentives. To achieve such a goal, FMSA is used to
1) personalize user trips; 2) support a pilot at the Greater
Boston Area (GBA); and finally, 3) analyze user acceptance
rates and behavioral changes to reveal the effects of Tripod.

1) Trip Personalization: It generates recommended trips by
considering not only the preferences of users but also the real-
time conditions of the traffic system through an interaction
between user experience and system optimization as illustrated
in Figure 9. Specifically, before a journey starts, travel requests
will be fulfilled through a list of personalized trips. More-
over, after a recommended trip is chosen and executed, user
incentives in terms of expected travel experience, real-time
travel information, and reward tokens will be provided based
on the savings gained by the system. Through such a flow,
it is expected to see that users will be more supportive of a
system with predefined objectives fulfilled, and as the benefits,

Fig. 10. Respondent Characteristics: (A) Age, (B) Number of Household
vehicles, (C) Gender, and (D) Household income.

the forecasted travel experience can be provided, and system-
wide savings can be accumulated.

2) Pilot Description: It is conducted from April to July
2018. Since sufficient user travel data is needed to support the
impact analysis, a total of 603 users were recruited. They are
required to install the app on their smartphones (i.e., Android
or iOS), and to provide their anonymous travel histories for
a period of 14 consecutive days. The studied data includes
revealed preferences, i.e., stops and their purposes, travel
paths and corresponding travel modes, and stated preferences,
i.e., options on choosing other modes for a trip performed
previously. To better summarize the data distribution, the
characteristics of qualified participants (who have completed
the 14 days requirements) are outlined in Figure 10. We can
see that the sample is more towards young and middle-aged
respondents reflected by their age and household income. This
is as expected since the study is smartphone-based, which is
more attractive and user-friendly for these people.

Moreover, to integrate the data generated during the study
(e.g., sensing data from GPS and accelerators, choice data
about travel modes, screened user profiles, etc.), FMSA is
customized by orchestrating three key functions, namely, a)
a travel chain detection function, which detects activities at
stops and modes of travels (for the detail, please refer to [32]
and [33]), b) a trip planning function, which generates can-
didate trips according to user inputs, e.g., origin, destination,
etc., and c) a trip validation function, which verifies user actual
trajectories with selected trips. Apart from the above three
functions, FMSA also consists of other essential functions,
e.g., user profiling, travel dashboard, etc.

Finally, based on the collaboration of devices, data, and
functions, FMSA provides the fundamental services as shown
in Figure 6, and more dedicated services as shown in
Figure 11. Specifically, a travel diary is provided for users
to review and correct their travel trajectories on the map as
shown in Figure 11(A), and also related modes in the timeline
as shown in Figure 11 (B). It is worth noting that the studied
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Fig. 11. (A) Travel Trajectory UI, which shows the user travel trajectory of
one day on the map; (B) Travel Dairy UI, which shows the user travel diary
of one day in the timeline; (C) Summary of Past Trip UI, which provides the
details of a trip performed previously; (D) List of Trip Alternatives UI, which
presents the details of each trip alternative.

TABLE VIII

NON-PERSONALIZED (NP) VS. PERSONALIZED (P) HIT-RATES

travel modes include non-motorized modes (i.e. walking,
biking, and bike-sharing), private motorized modes (i.e., car
and carpooling), and on-demand modes (e.g., Uber/UberPool,
Lyft/Lyft Line, car sharing, and taxi). In addition, to support
the collection of user choices on preferred trip alternatives,
which are generated according to a trip previously performed,
two more UIs are implemented to a) present the details of the
past trip with the origin, destination, start time, and end time
as shown in Figure 11 (C); and b) the preferred alternatives to
be selected with a summary of related travel cost, modes and
durations as shown in Figure 11 (D).

3) Result Analysis: Through the pilot, the effects of Tripod
are analyzed to answer two main questions: a) whether users
are willing to accept personalized trips that are adjusted to
recede potential impacts on the overall system; and b) whether
user behaviors are altered towards the overall objective of the
system (to be sustainable in terms of low-carbon and eco-
friendly). Accordingly, the acceptance rate of recommended
trips and the behavioral change of users are analyzed.

a) The analysis of acceptance rate: It is measured by
the hit-rates between the selections of personalized and non-
personalized trips. Since a large number of choices are needed
to make a rational comparison, 10 thousand synthetic agents,
which represent the behaviors of actual participants in choos-
ing recommended trips (specified by the pairs of origin and
destination observed in the travel histories of participants), are
created, and accordingly, the changes of hit-rates are analyzed.
For the technical details to set up this simulation, please refer
to our previous work [34].

Fig. 12. The analysis of behavioral changes: A) The initial recommendation;
(B) The recommendation of “balanced user” after 20 choices; (C) The
recommendation for “car lover” after 20 choices.

As listed in Table VIII, the result shows that on days 5 to
10, the average hit-rate of non-personalized trips increases
slightly from 75.9% to 77.2%, while that of personalized trips
increases substantially to 82% on day 10. Moreover, for users
with a sufficiently long choice history, the average hit-rate of
personalized trips will reach the observed rate (OR) of 84.2%
(calculated based on the data of actual participants).

Since personalized trips have a higher possibility of being
chosen, it can be observed that mobility users are not with-
standers unwilling to cooperate with the system. Instead, they
can be incentivized to perform trips with both their preferences
and the system objective addressed.

b) The analysis of behavioral change: It is analyzed
based on the data of a “balanced user”, who makes a rational
choice among all of the alternatives recommended, and a “car
lover”, who prefers car-related alternatives instead of others.
Moreover, to avoid potential disturbances, two types of users
are controlled to make independent choices on a trip with
the same origin and destination for 20 times. Note that, most
of the respondents are young and middle-aged, and some of
them might prefer long walking for the purpose of exercise
and relaxation after school or work during the summer.

As shown in Figure 12 (A), in the first round, these
two types of users receive the same recommendation with
10 options consisting of 4 walking, 2 biking, 1 public transit,
and 3 car or car-pooling options. It is worth noting that the
initial recommendation has been optimized toward the overall
system objective. After 20 rounds, as shown in Figure 12 (B),
the “balanced user” can still obtain a tender recommendation.
In contrast, as shown in Figure 12 (C), the “car lover” can
obtain one option for each of walking, biking, and public tran-
sit, but 7 options for car or carpooling, which are associated
with tokens rewarded by the system for eco-friendly trips.

It can be inferred that even though options could be incen-
tivized towards the overall objective of the system (low-carbon
and eco-friendly), it can still serve relevant users to a limited
degree, instead of apparently altering their behaviors.

In summary, the pilot of Tripod demonstrates the capa-
bilities of FMSA to support a personalized and sustainable
mobility system. Through the dedicated services of FMSA,
users can make their own contributions to the system invisibly,
and the system can transfer itself towards the predefined
objective gradually.
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C. Discussion

As a novel solution, FMSA can be applied to study and sup-
port individual mobility by integrating both user preferences
and system objectives. Accordingly, there can be two kinds of
operation modes, namely:

• Operated by private companies: In such a mode,
FMSA can be released as an on-demand service for
both inhabitants and local authorities. Specifically, as for
the inhabitants, their daily commutes can be supported
and incentivized with the expected travel experience and
accumulated rewards, respectively. Moreover, as for the
local authorities, the system-wise optimization towards
the pre-defined objectives (e.g., to be eco-friendly) can be
achieved by gradually cultivating users’ travel behaviors,
and more importantly, related changes can also be tracked
and analyzed in a long-running and privacy-preserving
manner for informed decision-making;

• Operated by government authorities: In such a mode,
FMSA can be deployed as a common platform to test
and analyze the influence of certain technologies and
policies (e.g., the application of autonomous vehicles, and
low-carbon restrictions) even before launching. Moreover,
instead of spending efforts on maintaining the platform,
the local authorities may contract with a third party to
actually manage the platform and recruit participants.
Therefore, they can focus more on analyzing the sensed
data for valuable insights to optimize or upgrade the
system eventually.

With the above two operation modes, the technological
advancement of FMSA can bring multiple benefits for related
stakeholders, namely:

• Collective awareness through multi-model data inte-
gration: From the perspective of end-users, collective
awareness requires a cost-efficient means to serve users
with inter- and intra-heterogeneities that are represented
or embedded in both open and private data. In FMSA,
besides the integration of open data that has been widely
discussed and applied, a privacy-preserving aggregation
of user data is also supported by a federated inter-
action between the clients and the server. Such that,
collaborative awareness in smart mobility services can
be implemented based on intelligent cores built by fusing
knowledge of multi-modal data;

• Unified management of the three elements: From the
perspective of system administrators, unified management
can significantly reduce the burden of monitoring and
detecting the running statuses and the performance bottle-
necks of the system, respectively. In FMSA, the three ele-
ments, i.e., devices, data, and functions, are encapsulated
by standard interfaces and can be used “as a service”.
Hence, while a wide range of smart mobility services
adopts such a mechanism, an element-level collaboration
can be enabled through a smart mobility ecosystem that
can not only accelerate the service deployment process
but also reduce related maintenance costs.

• Adaptive orchestration for various value propositions:
From the perspective of service developers, adaptive

orchestration becomes essential in the field of transporta-
tion, as it can rapidly deliver user-oriented services that
can fertilize the innovation of smart mobility services and
broaden their spectrum. In FMSA, a requirement-driven
collaboration among the three elements is implemented
based on a semantic OKG, through which, elements and
their relations can be identified. Accordingly, by orches-
trating identified elements, dedicated service logic can
be implemented dynamically and adaptively with service
development complexity and cost reduced.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a federated platform, called FMSA,
which enables collective awareness and intelligence through
a systematic collaboration among the three elements of smart
mobility services. Compared to current solutions, first, FMSA
can manage a common element repository to decouple and
refactor the three elements (i.e., devices/resources, data, and
functions in and across smart mobility services) through three
standard interfaces (i.e., RCs, DEs, and FCs), respectively.
Second, it also can provide a federation engine to support
the orchestration among the three elements and the interaction
between the server and clients in a requirement-driving and
resource-collaborating manner. Finally, it can implement vari-
ous mobility services cost-efficiently to impel the application
of systematic collaboration, in turn fostering the development
of the ecosystem for smart mobility.

Moreover, the efficiency and effectiveness of FMSA are
demonstrated through a performance evaluation and a case
study. Specifically, in the evaluation, the performance of the
platform is analyzed through the testing of FM and CM.
Compared to CM, FM can not only locally process sensitive
data but also better utilize distributed computing resources
to ease the burden of the central server with computation
time accelerated by about 10x and cost reduced by about 6x.
Moreover, in the case study, the capability of the platform is
further analyzed through one of its applications named Tripod
to support an individual-oriented and system-wise optimized
mobility service. In general, it reveals that FMSA can not only
be easily customized and enhanced to manage service clusters
with high performance but also support various mobility
services with high quality. In Tripod, the balance between
the users and the overall system can be achieved, as both
individual preferences and system-wise objectives are mutually
measured to support smart mobility.

In the future, the systematic collaboration supported by
FMSA should be further enhanced by investigating a visu-
alized and computational representation of the three elements.
Such that, a common foundation can be established to explore
intelligent and autonomous transportation systems that can
reconcile the physical and cyber spaces and make smart mobil-
ity to be more human-independent. Second, an asynchronous
mechanism for harnessing both public and private data will
be studied to enable a system-wide knowledge fusion and
transformation. Finally, the service categories of FMSA will
be enriched and deployed to foster the development of the
smart mobility ecosystem.
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